Who Should Attend?
Foundation Stage Practitioners

Possible Discussion Areas or Workshops:

* Bringing the outdoors in
* Using and designing existing outdoor spaces effectively
* Continuous provision and the outdoors
* Using Forest School principles in your outdoor space
* Bringing maths and phonics outdoors - practical ideas for planning and provision
* Sharing spaces and practice - a visual tour of attending schools and their outdoor spaces (all delegates to contribute)

In order for the workshop to go ahead we invite willing delegates to share their experiences in these or other related areas. Please indicate your workshop ideas on the registration form.

Accommodation

We recommend staying at The Royale Chulan Hotel, Damansara. This is approximately 15 minutes away from the school. A shuttle bus service will be provided from the hotel to the main school site at no additional cost. Click here for more information on the hotel.

There will be an optional social evening with buffet dinner at the Majestic Hotel on Friday 3rd May at 7.30pm. This will cost rm140 and is not included in the registration fee. Click here for details of the Majestic Hotel.

Course Contact: Tracy Lewis - Head of The Early Years Centre - tracy.l@isp.edu.my
The International School @ ParkCity, 1 Jalan Intisari, Desa ParkCity, 52200, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Telephone: 0060 (03) 6280 8880